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The Business Problem 

 

As a management consultant, remembering facts about clients and co-workers is crucial to build 

relationships. To keep tract of a large amount of facts and interactions (by large there can be easily 20+ 

personnel on each client site, multiply that with 7+ engagements a year, and adding on 6+ consultants 

from other offices for each of the 7+ engagements a year), I have decided to keep a “contact database” 

where I will log information of each person I have interacted with in the business setting. On top of basic 

info such as name, offices and mutual friends, birthdays, family information, hobby and specific notes 

are part of this database. I also tract when was the last time I interacted with the person. One major 

problem I have had is with a busy schedule I always missed important interaction opportunities. 

(Note: In this document I have included a dummy database to protect private information.) 

 

 

 



Proposed Solution 

 

My final VBA project involves a macro that goes through all my contacts and singles out those that are 

“overdue” – each contact has a “Frequency” label, indicating how often I should contact them based on 

previous interactions. If the frequency is high, I should contact these people every 3 months, 4 months if 

the label is “medium” and 6 months if it is “low.”  

 

The macro “Contact Reminder” starts with comparing the last catch up date (from Column O) to the 

current date. It then compares the difference to the Frequency column (B to find ones that have not 

been in touch for longer than indicated (both highlighted in yellow).  

 

 

 

The macro then takes the overdue contacts to a newly created worksheet “Contact_Reminder” if there 

is not such a sheet. If this sheet already exists, it will go to the first blank row on the sheet and copy the 

first contact over. 

In the case that the macro needs to create a new sheet, it will automatically copy the first row of the 

database, i.e. the labels. 



 

 

 

 

The macro then goes through all the rows on the contact database and repeats this copying process. 

This transfer of information is not through the clip board but through syncing two range variables in the 

codes. The code will skip over blank lines as the for loop was set up to go from row 1 to the last available 

closest to row 5000 (the “End(xlUp)” function). 

 



 

 

The code was deliberately set to not run automatically. There will be plenty occasions when I need to 

start this contact database multiple times a day (from my summer internship experience) and I would 

not want to go through this process every time I open up the document. 

 

 

What I learned 

The biggest take-aways for me include the ability to debug, use of (a big, long) “If” statements. One 

other new piece of information I learned is “DateValue” and setting a variable as “date,” i.e. the current 

date. I also created a separate function to create a new sheet and call it in another subprocedure. This 

has helped clean up the codes quite a bit. 

 

One difficulty that I cannot overcome still is that when I run the code, it says “Type Mismatch” and 

highlights a code I have for datevalue (see screenshot below). The interesting thing was that this code 

worked for a day and today when I opened it, it would not run again even with changes. 

 



 

 

 

Next Steps 

 

The original scope of this project includes automatically syncing editions on contact_reminder to 

contact_database, thus the ID column (A). However, just putting this first part together has taken me far 

more hours than expected. I would love to spend more extra time to make this function work after finals. 

For my current use, I might simply change the codes to highlight the rows in a new color, make edits and 

not worry about creating a new sheet and syncing them. 

 


